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The Supreme Court Vacancy:
Why This Seat Matters for
Reproductive Rights and Health
The current Supreme Court vacancy comes at a time of increasing attacks on our fundamental rights—
including the right to abortion—and on laws that guarantee health care. Justice Breyer was a strong
champion of the right to abortion and access to health care. His replacement must be someone who will
carry on that legacy—people’s ability to make decisions about their bodies, lives, and futures depends on
it.

Justice Breyer was a champion of abortion rights and access to health
care
Justice Breyer was a forceful protector of health care and reproductive rights, including the right to
abortion.
During his 26 years on the bench, Justice Breyer wrote for the majority every time the Supreme Court
struck down an abortion restriction. In Stenberg v. Carhart (2000), he wrote the decision striking down a
state law banning an abortion method with no exception for a pregnant person’s health.1 In 2016 and 2020
in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt2 and June Medical Services v. Russo,3 respectively, Justice Breyer
wrote the decisions for the Court striking down state restrictions designed to shutter abortion clinics. His
decisions for the Court laid out clearly how these kinds of abortion restrictions had no actual benefit but
imposed considerable harm on people seeking abortion care.
In addition to his strong majority opinions protecting the right to abortion and people’s ability to access
it, Justice Breyer joined forceful dissents in cases where a conservative Supreme Court majority allowed
politicians, employers, and others to take away people’s access to reproductive health care. This included
Gonzales v. Carhart (2007),4 when the Supreme Court allowed a federal ban on an abortion procedure with
no health exception, and Whole Woman’s Health v. Jackson (2021),5 allowing Texas’s unconstitutional ban
on abortion at six weeks of pregnancy to remain in effect. Justice Breyer also joined in dissent in Burwell
v. Hobby Lobby Stores Inc. (2014)6 when the Court allowed for-profit employers to refuse to provide
insurance coverage of birth control as required by the Affordable Care Act.

Justice Breyer was instrumental in safeguarding the
Affordable Care Act (ACA), which has been critically
important to helping women obtain health care and
health insurance and ending longstanding discriminatory
practices.7 Justice Breyer authored the majority opinion in
California v. Texas (2021),8 which upheld the validity of the
ACA. And although he joined the majority in part in striking
down the Medicaid expansion piece of the ACA in National
Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius (2012),9
subsequent reporting has explained that he did so in order
to save the Affordable Care Act more broadly.10

all people to make decisions about their bodies, futures,
and lives, including the right to use contraception, have an
abortion, and access the health care they need.

A new justice must be committed to
safeguarding fundamental reproductive
rights and access to health care
Over the next few decades, a new justice is likely to
consider a range of cases about people’s ability to access
health care and their fundamental rights to make decisions
about their own bodies, medical treatment, health, and
futures.
Courts are currently considering cases about a range of
issues related to people’s ability to access health care. These
include cases about non-discrimination in health,11 cases
about whether providers can use religion to dictate patient
care,12 and cases about whether states can prohibit health
care providers from helping individuals access genderaffirming care.13 These cases—and others like them—could
work their way up to the Supreme Court.
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Additionally, litigation surrounding abortion rights and
access will continue, whether or not the right to abortion
survives the challenge currently being considered by the
Supreme Court.14 And if the current Court further erodes
or overturns the right to abortion, there are likely to be
challenges to other rights that share the same constitutional
foundation as Roe v. Wade. This includes the right to
contraception, the right to procreate, and the right to
personal control of medical treatment.15
There is no doubt Justice Breyer’s replacement will face
an uphill battle for the majority on a Court that has been
stacked with nominees hostile to reproductive rights and
people’s ability to access the health care they need. The
nominee must be strong and firm in their commitment to
upholding those rights in the face of great opposition.
But they will also play a key role in shaping the Court of
tomorrow, and ensuring that the Constitution continues
to protect individual liberty and equality, and the right of
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